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Like our planet, earth, the ocean has layers (or zones as they are
commonly called as well) too! Have you ever wished you could see them
without going scuba diving or up close beside one another? Well, with this
activity you can! Learn about the layers
of the ocean right at home with this
liquid density tower experiment! We
love ocean activities and experiments!
Ready? Let's dive in!
This ocean themed experiment allows

you to explore two different concepts by
combining kitchen science (liquid
density tower) and biome investigation
(marine biome) in one simple, fun activity!

Questions to ask with this experiment:
 How many ocean layers/zones are there?
 What are the different layers/zones of the ocean?
 Why don’t different liquids mix?

Bonus questions to explore as well:
 What is the deepest part of the ocean?
 What sea creatures live in each layers/zones?
 What else might you find in each layer that isn't typically found in the
others?

Let’s explore and get our answers!

Some good to know info before diving

in….
Ocean layers (zones):
The ocean is a type of marine biome and the levels of the ocean

represent how much sunlight each layer/zone receives. The amount of
light dictates what lives in what layer/zone!



There are actually 2 major layers/zones of the ocean that are further
divided into the 5 ocean layers/zones we'll be looking at in our ocean
science activity. The 2 major ocean areas are the ocean floor (also known
as the benthic layer/zone) and the ocean water (known as the pelagic
layer/zone). The 5 ocean layers/zones are the trench, abyss, midnight,
twilight, and sunlight. The top three layers/zones, sunlight, twilight, and
midnight layers/zones, make up the pelagic layer/zone. The abyss and
trench layers/zones are found in the benthic layer/zone.

Liquid Density Tower:
A liquid density tower deals with liquid matter (matter also includes

solids and gasses). All matter has different densities, meaning some are
heavier and some are lighter, this includes liquids. It’s hard to imagine that
different liquids have different weights, but they do!
Liquids are made up of different numbers of atoms and molecules like

solids. In some liquids, atoms and molecules are packed together more
tightly, resulting in a denser/heavier liquid like corn syrup.
So why don't these liquids mix with one another? Because they are not

the same density, giving us the separation needed to form the awesome
looking layers in the jar so we can explore the ocean at home!

Materials needed:
A large jar, typically glass. Mason jars work well.
Vegetable Oil
Dawn dish soap
Light corn syrup
Water
Rubbing Alcohol
5 paper cups
5 plastic spoons
Black, blue and dark blue food coloring

Black food coloring can be hard to find in stores but you can make it
from the primary colors by mixing 2 parts blue food coloring, 5 parts



green, and 3 parts red. To darken the blue simply mix 3 blue drops, 2
green, and 2 red.
Test by dipping paper towel into mixed color, if it isn't dark enough you

may need to even out colors by carefully adding 1 small drop of each color
and testing color after each drop. You can mix your colors directly into
your liquids or separately then add once you're happy with the color.

Ready? OK! Let’s get started! The first thing you need to do is….

Coloring And Mixing Layers:
Be sure to mix everything very slowly! Make sure to mix everything very
carefully. The 3/4 cup is a recommended amount, it's the average amount
most people use. For ours we measured out each layer to scale as best we
could to show the sizes of each in comparison. The coloring is also open
for interpretation. I have seen it done many ways. I let the kid choose the
coloring 100%. If the kiddo wanted we would have a rainbow ocean layer
bottle.

1. Trench layer: Measure 3/4 cup of corn syrup, mix with black food
coloring and pour into your mason jar.

2. Abyss layer: Measure 3/4 cup of dish soap and slowly pour into your
mason jar on top of the corn syrup. Coloring is optional, deep purple or
deep blue is recommended if you choose to color.

3. Midnight layer: Measure 3/4 cup of water, mix with dark blue (deep
green also works) food coloring and carefully pour into your mason jar on
top of the dish soap.

4. Twilight layer: Measure 3/4 cup of oil and pour your mason jar on top of
the water.

5. Sunlight layer: Measure 3/4 cup of rubbing alcohol, mix with light blue
or no food coloring and pour into your mason jar on top of the oil layer.



Helpful Tips/Suggestions:
If this seems a little too complicated with all the different layers for your
group of kids, try it with fewer layers! You can also do the 3 basic areas of
the ocean - the surface ocean, the deep ocean, and an in-between layer!

OR
You can also make your jar with just two areas using dark blue water and
oil! Maybe even add sand and shells to spruce it up a bit, have fun with it!

How many ocean zones are there?
2 main areas separated into 5 zones.

What are the different layers of the

ocean?
The 2 major ocean areas are the ocean floor (also known as the benthic
layer/zone) and the ocean water (known as the pelagic layer/zone). The 5
ocean layers/zones are the trench, abyss, midnight, twilight, and sunlight.
The top three layers include sunlight, twilight, and midnight zones, they
make up the pelagic layer/zone. The abyss and trench layers/zones are
found in the benthic layer/zone. Scroll down to read more about the
layers/zones and what you can find in each.

Why don’t different liquids mix?
Because they are not the same density, giving us the separation needed to
form the awesome looking layers in the jar so we can explore the ocean at
home!

What is the deepest part of the ocean?
The deepest part of the ocean is the Challenger Deep. It’s located beneath
the western Pacific Ocean in the southern end of the Mariana Trench.
Challenger Deep is approximately 36,200 feet deep. It’s depth is difficult to
measure from the surface, but modern estimates vary by less than 1,000
feet (305 meters).



What sea creatures live in each layer?
To answer this question read the information provided by clicking HERE,
checking out the ocean page on the HHD site, searching the internet, or
using any other resources at your disposal.

What else might you find in each layer

that isn't typically found in the others?
To answer this question read the information provided by clicking HERE,
checking out the ocean page on the HHD site, searching the internet, or
using any other resources at your disposal.

Remember, our oceans are a
very valuable resource and
home toso manywonderfully
amazing things, it should
be protected always! Ask an
adult to help you come up
with ways to do your part
to keep our oceans clean

and safe!
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